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Direct laser slab face-cooling by a fluid crossing the
main and pump laser beams is an important method to
reach high average laser powers. However, the flow
regime is usually maintained at low Reynolds num-
bers, to prevent the onset of turbulence features in the
flow, that would degrade wavefront quality. We show
here how bringing the fluid temperature to the thermo-
optical null point, close to the water/ice transition in
the case of water, allows one to mitigate the optical con-
sequences of hydrodynamic instabilities, by bleaching
optically the temperature inhomogeneities within the
flow. This optical process, dubbed index-leveling, opens
the door to a highly efficient forced-flow, weakly turbu-
lent face-cooling regime that should be instrumental to
boost the kilowatt capabilities of next generation high-
power lasers. © 2022 Optica Publishing Group

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/ao.XX.XXXXXX

Average powers of research-class lasers, such as used in
ultra-high intensity laser matter interactions, have increased
steadily in the last few years, thanks to few key technologies,
such as Large Mode Fibers [1], thin disk technologies [2], and
cryogenic helium cooling [3], leading however to severe prob-
lems of thermal management. Indeed, a large fraction of the
power deposited by pump lasers is downgraded into heat [4],
which has to be efficiently removed, otherwise the laser medium
heats up, thus reducing amplification, and inducing potentially
catastrophic internal stress leading to wavefront deformation,
birefringence, and ultimately medium breakdown.

An efficient cooling method makes use of a cooling liquid
that flows directly onto the surface of the amplifier slab to extract
the heat [5, 6]. In this scheme the coolant is crossed by the pump
laser beams and by the amplified laser, leading to concerns for
the wavefront quality after propagation through a liquid that is
subject to complex hydrodynamic and thermal processes.

Different cooling liquids have been proposed, such as heavy
water[7], organic solvents and special oils; however de-ionized
water remains the most common coolant, thanks to the ease of
use, low price and large thermal capacity of water. Many studies
have also been devoted to the hydrodynamics of water under
thermal charges, or optical transmission in turbulent media[8, 9],

allowing the laser physicist to benefit from decades-long insights
by physicists of fluid mechanics. In the usual case of no exter-
nal heat input, the flow is known to occur in either the laminar
regime, with smooth thermo- and hydrodynamic fields, or in
the turbulent regime. Transition between laminar and turbu-
lent regimes occurs when the dimensionless Reynolds number
Re, whose significance will be recalled in the following, reaches
values of the order of 2300. The regularity and homogeneity
of low-Re flows allow one to cool with negligible wavefront
distortions, but those exhibit low heat exchange coefficients with
the slab. Flows with higher Re are in a transition, or weak turbu-
lence regime, up to Re = 10000 where strong turbulence sets in.
High-Re flows display higher exchange coefficients, but when a
turbulent fluid is in contact with a heating surface, unstable fluid
elements with different temperatures appear randomly, leading
to inhomogeneities in temperatures and hence in optical indices
n, through the thermo-optical coefficient dn

dT , leading to signif-
icant scattering, strong wavefront distortions, and ultimately
poor Strehl ratios and low focused intensities.

In this letter, we show experimentally how bringing the tem-
perature of a weakly turbulent cooling liquid close to a point for
which dn

dT ≃ 0, may result in the strong mitigation of turbulence-
induced scattering thanks to index-leveling. We discuss the
potential to optimize the laser beam quality, or to push further
the technological limits on high average-powers lasers.

Fig. 1. a) Liquid face cooling of a high power laser slab in a
transmission geometry. b) Reflective ("active mirror") geome-
try used in the setup for analysis of wavefront perturbations.

Fig. 1 presents typical face-cooling mounts of a laser amplifier
slab, in a straight configuration (a), and in a reflective configu-
ration, such as used for "active mirrors" or thin-disks (b). The
coolant is sent into the head with a fixed overpressure given by
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an external hydraulic system. It is separated into two or more
thin layers over the faces of the slab structure, which may be in a
single slab or multi-slab configuration. The coolant canals there-
fore lie between an optical window and the slab, or between two
slabs, with a separation d and a transverse dimension D usually
exceeding the slab width. The coolant temperature is usually set
above the condensation temperature of the room [10].

The turbulence regime in each canal is specified by Re = Ubδ
ν ,

where Ub is the mean coolant velocity, measured as the ratio
of flow rate to canal area, ν its kinematic viscosity, and δ the
hydraulic diameter for each canal, defined as four times the ratio
between area and wet perimeters: δ = 2 · dD/(d + D).

Our new approach mitigates wavefront deformations by op-
erating the coolant close to a null thermo-optical point and at a
high-Re transition regime. This concept stems from the progress
in the understanding of free space optical beam communications,
namely scintillation phenomena and loss of resolution power
[11]. In complex transparent media, a laser beam goes through
inhomogeneities of optical index, that, to first order, depend
linearly on the local temperature and pressure:

n(T, P) = n0 +
dn
dT

dT +
dn
dP

dP. (1)

The pressure profile in the coolant flow is dominated by the
constant hydrostatic pressure variation due to the external hy-
draulic system, along the flow direction, leading to a small and
constant optical prismaticity effect due to the dn

dP term. However,
in each transverse plane, the pressure can be assumed constant
in very good approximation [12], as all velocities within the flow
are extremely small with respect to the sound velocity. This
leaves T as the essential thermodynamic variable whose spatial
fluctuations affect the optical index [8]. In a turbulent regime,
the stochastic index inhomogeneities were shown to induce an
average spectrum Φn of spatial frequencies κ after propagation,
that presents the following dependence for κ larger than λ−1,
where λ is the laser wavelength:

Φn ≈ 0.23 C2
n η2/3 κ−3, (2)

where η is the Kolmogorov scale, and Cn the so-called structure
parameter of n in the flow, dependent on |dn/dT| and on the
stochastic average of the temperature gradient ⟨∇T⟩ [8, 13].

Fig. 2. Optical index n (inset) and thermo-optical coefficient
− dn

dT of H2O and D2O as measured by several authors.

|dn/dT| thus appears as the key figure controlling the optical
effects of turbulence. Fig. 2 illustrates the state of knowledge

on the temperature dependence of the dn/dT coefficient of pure
water and of D2O. The inset shows the behavior of the optical
index of water, with a paraboloid shape around a temperature
of index maximum TIM (data from [14]). The index presents a
maximum around the melting point at ambient pressure. The
main figure displays the fits for −dn/dT from selected studies:
Hawkes et al. [HA 15], Saubade [Sa 14], Abbate et al. [Ab 16],
and the approximation formula for the H2O index of Bashkatov
and Gelina [BG 17]. The water’s TIM lies in the range [-3, +2] ◦C
depending on studies; the necessary use of overfusion water
for these measurements is indeed delicate, explaining minor
discrepancies in the literature. The dependence in λ appears
negligible between the visible and near-infrared ranges. The TIM
of D2O is located around 7 °C [Ab2 18].
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup used for the optical characteriza-
tion of turbulence-induced wavefront perturbations.

We have chosen the reflective configuration of Fig. 1(b) to
test this proposal, and evaluate the extent to which temperature
control around a null thermo-optical point allows one to mitigate
wavefront corrugation. Fig. 3 shows the experimental setup.
Thanks to the reflective configuration, we could replace the hot
laser crystal by a metallic mirror M heated from the back by an
electrical resistance H, allowing us to tune the thermal power
to extract, and hence the temperature difference between the
optical surface and the incoming water coolant. The latter enters
the mock-up amplifier head from the top, goes first into a 10-cm
long turbulence decay section, then enters a 3-mm thick canal
between the entrance window, and the mirror surface. The flow
follows a vertical top-down axis. The mirror itself is made of
copper, with a high thermal conductivity ensuring an uniform
temperature, and is layered with gold for good IR reflectivity.
The electric power dissipated by H was regulated at 150 W.

The water circulation is operated by an external hydraulic
system comprising an hydraulic pump with adjustable over-
pressure, and a thermally isolated tank. The water temperature
is fixed by a thermostat between 0 °C and 20 °C. Indeed, as
stated above, TIM lies close to the water’s melting point. This
thermodynamic coincidence makes the water thermostat tech-
nically challenging. To cool down the water very close to 0 °C,
we spilled ice chips directly in the water tank, letting it operate
as a dual phase mixture, with the ice floating in the upper part,
and the water derivation taken from the bottom of the tank. The
water temperature was measured in the tank by the sensor T1,
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and at the entrance and exit ports of the head by resp. T2 and
T3, with a typical difference of 0.3 °C in the conditions of Fig. 4.
Sensor T4 was embedded in the copper close to M to monitor its
temperature. All sensors (DS18B20) have a sensitivity of 0.06 °C.
Temperatures below 10 °C usually induce condensation on the
optical surfaces. We solved this issue by adding a transparent
chamber (not shown) in front of the window, filled with dry air
and dessicant.

A high spatial quality fiber laser was used to perform the
optical qualification of the setup, displayed in the lower-right
part of Fig. 3. We used a 10-mW source obtained by putting a
1-m Yb:glass active fiber in ring-cavity configuration, operating
it as a spectrally-multimode laser centered at λ = 1030 nm. The
initially diverging beam is first collimated with a full width at
half maximum of 1 cm and later impinges on the mock-up laser
head after going through a beam splitter BS. As a result, the laser
beam goes back and forth through the entrance window and the
coolant flow. On its way back, the beam is deflected by BS to an
optical characterization setup, and split by the beam splitter BS1
into two optical imaging lines for the far- and near-fields.

In the latter, the laser profile at the mirror position is imaged
onto the charge-coupled device camera CCD1 by means of a lens
L1 with focal length f1 = 50 cm. A needle N is inserted at the
intermediate focus between L1 and CCD1. This gives a direct
strioscopic image of index inhomogeneities near the mirror M.

The second beamline uses L2 (focal length f2 = 30 cm) to
obtain a far-field profile at its focus, positioned at the object
plane of the objective of CCD2, with the needle N removed. The
light scintillation induced by the turbulent fluid will translate
into photons arriving in the focal plane away from the central
laser spot, generating a wide spatial pedestal on the image.

no heat (a) T = 1 ◦C (b) T = 5 ◦C

(c) T = 10 ◦C (d) T = 15 ◦C (e) T = 20 ◦C

Fig. 4. For each set: strioscopic near-field (up), logarithm
of far-field profiles (down) at Re = 4500. Top left: without
heating, a to e: 150 W heating, water temperature 1 to 20 °C.

Fig. 4 shows a series of strioscopic near-field images (upper
pictures), and of far-field high dynamic, logarithmic-scale im-
ages (lower pictures), taken at coolant temperatures of 1 °C, 5 °C,
10 °C, 15 °C and 20 °C (a to e), along with a set of reference im-
ages taken without heat load at 15 °C. The hydrodynamic and
thermal conditions were actively controlled to be identical for
all temperatures, with Re = 4500 and a temperature difference
of 17 °C between the mirror (sensor T4) and the coolant (sensor

T2). This required to adjust finely the flow rate to account for
the temperature dependence of the kinematic viscosity. In such
conditions, the turbulence regime was deemed identical for all
data sets.

The near-field images show that the flow instabilities arise as
a series of narrow threads, directed along the flow direction, and
appearing randomly. Somehow similar features can be noticed
in [19]. Our pattern is much more regular in shape, possibly
due to the geometry of the water canal, starting high above
the mirror, bound to lead to a strictly parallel flow. The laser
scatters off these turbulence threads, leading to bright areas
in strioscopic imaging. The diffraction pattern is thus bound
to present a preferential direction orthogonal to the threads’
axis, namely, along the horizontal direction. This is indeed
what is observed on the far-field log-scale images, with the
appearance of comet-like horizontal features, superposed to
the constant spatial pedestal of the beam, mainly due to surface
irregularities of the metallic mirror. Lengths and widths of the
bright turbulence threads are similar throughout the series. Only
their intensities fade away when the temperature approaches the
thermo-optical null point, showing an almost complete optical
bleaching of the turbulence structures.

Fig. 5. Inset: graphical definition of the polar energy contrast
ratio C. Polar plot: distributions of C(θ) for temperatures in-
creasing from 1 °C to 20 °C.

These qualitative considerations can be made quantitative by
an analysis of the far-field data. In our numerical procedure [20],
we plot the energy profile of the far-field image in each polar
direction, starting from the center of the focal spot, as shown
in the inset of Fig. 5. In logarithmic scale, the obtained curve
displays a parabolic shape for small radii, characteristic of a
Gaussian beam. The integral of the image intensity in this area
provides the energy within the main focal spot. The curve at
larger radii departs strongly from a parabola, indicating the on-
set of the beam spatial pedestal that can be spatially integrated.
Defining the polar contrast C as the ratio between pedestal en-
ergy (blue shading) and main beam energy (pink shading) in
each angular sector [θ, θ + dθ] of the far-field profile, we can plot
the polar distribution of the spatial contrast C(θ) as a function
of water temperature, thus yielding a fully quantitative deter-
mination of the energy scattered off the beam, as shown in the
polar plots of Fig. 5. For example, C = 1 means that half of the
beam energy is lost in the pedestal, whereas C = 0 characterizes
a quasi-Gaussian beam with only low-order aberrations.

The polar plots show essentially constant profiles in the up
and down directions, due to the intrinsic beam defects; plus
sharp spikes, especially visible at 15 °C and 20 °C. In contrast,
polar plots obtained at 1 °C and 5 °C are almost superposable.

Fig. 6 shows the values of C for the cardinal directions θ =
0° (circles), θ = ±90° ((left and right pointing arrows), and
θ ≃ 180° (crosses, along the light tail). Up and down contrast
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Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of C(θ) at cardinal directions.

ratios are simply constant; lateral contrast ratios exhibit quasi-
linear increases. The dashed curves are numerical regressions
of the form C = α + β dn

dT (T), with dn
dT (T) following the formula

derived in [17] (cf. Fig. 2). The improvement of C(θ) appears
spectacular at 0° and 180°. C180 is eg. decreased by a factor 7
between 20 °C and 1 °C, a value limited by the pre-existing static
spatial pedestal visible on CCD2 without heating (cf. Fig. 4, top
left set).

In usual geometries, the heat transfer coefficient scales as
Re0.5 in the laminar regime [21] and Re0.8 in the turbulent regime
[10]. While Re in the literature rarely exceeds 1100 for im-
mersed amplifiers [19] to maintain an acceptable beam quality,
the present study demonstrates the optical viability of the index-
leveling method at least up to Re = 4500, that should hence lead
to a several-fold mitigation of the temperature rise in face-cooled
optics. Larger Re values should be investigated in the future.

Our simple setup already dissipates 150 W on a 1-inch single
surface. To put this cooling capacity in perspective, we may
take the example of a Yb:YAG triple-slab amplifier in a straight
geometry [6], pumped at its zero-phonon line (λ = 970 nm). A
power of 6 × 150 W = 900 W represents the local, non-radiative
losses associated to the quantum defect of the 1030-nm emission
line of Yb3+ when pumped at a power level of 15 kW. With
a typical efficiency of 15% in pulsed mode, such an amplifier
may output a power level of 2300 W. This simple evaluation
shows the potential of the method to boost the average power
of intense lasers beyond the kilowatt, provided the issues of
condensation and chiller design can be dealt with at that scale.
However, as hinted by Fig. 2, using D2O at 7 °C would be very
helpful on these issues, even if costly, with the additional benefit
of reduced laser and pump absorption, as its extinction length is
about ten times higher than that of H2O in the near-IR range.

The heat exchange capacity demonstrated here appears al-
ready superior to room-temperature He gas cooling [22]. Further
studies are required to evaluate the advantages and drawbacks
of index-leveling with respect to other technologies such as thin
disks and cryogenic gas cooling [23]. Its potential should in
particular be investigated for large laser slabs used in frontier
kilojoule high-repetition lasers, such as the ELI Beamlines [24].

In conclusion, the proposed index-leveling method using a
null thermo-optic point allows to operate face-cooled laser ampli-
fiers in a new high-Re, weakly turbulent regime, thus enabling
stronger exchange coefficients and more efficient cooling. In
such conditions, the beam scattering over the turbulence threads
is effectively suppressed, as the optical index becomes indepen-
dent of local temperatures to first order. As such, the method
may help to simplify the design of high average-power amplifier
heads, and ultimately open up a host of new laser applications

from satellite deorbitation to medical X-ray generation.
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